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Engagement
Highlights
Outreach and Participation
Public Outreach by the Numbers

162 Stakeholder
invitations

26,000 property
owner postcards

14 newspaper ads
(English and Punjabi)

278,394 NextBus ads

7 outdoor digital
display ads

80 posters

29 social media posts

1 invite distributed
to TransLink Listens
online panel

5 pop up
information booths

2 community
events

Participation by the Numbers

2 workshops with
38 people from
28 organizations

12,100+ unique web
page views

398 people at
3 open houses

225 pop-up
information booth
interactions

1,137 completed
feedback forms

4,000 interactions
at community events

692 completed
TransLink Listens
feedback forms

20 written responses

10 min avg.
to complete a
feedback form

Feedback
Highlights
Below is a high-level summary of feedback from all sources,
including stakeholder workshops, open houses, feedback
form responses (both online and hard copy), written
submissions and special events.
Who Participated

LRT Stops and Transit Exchanges

With the exception of the online public
opinion poll, which was a statistically valid
sample of Metro Vancouver residents, most
participants (more than 75 per cent) live in
Surrey and just under half work in Surrey. Most
participants heard about the consultation
from TransLink’s website, on social media or
word of mouth. Six per cent of participants
saw the newspaper ads and six percent
received a postcard in the mail.

Questions about plans for security, for fare
enforcement, personal safety of waiting
passengers and to minimize loitering.

This is What We Heard:
Vision and Implementation
Support for LRT and requests to extend the
Surrey–Newton–Guildford LRT corridor south
of 72 Avenue and east of 152 Street.
Keen interest in the City of Surrey’s long-term
development plans including density outside
of the city centre and how the vision will
become reality.
Support for LRT’s convenient, street-level,
accessible, level boarding features.
Interest in using LRT once it’s complete, with
the three exchanges (Newton, King George
and Guildford) being the most popular
intended stops and the 320 Surrey Central
Station/Langley Centre, 502 Surrey Central
Station/Langley Centre, and 321 Surrey Central
Station/White Rock South being the most
important connecting bus routes.

Questions about parking: both requests from
prospective LRT users for convenient access
to their preferred stop and from residents and
businesses near the line who are concerned
about potential impacts to them.
Requests for convenient drop-off and pickup
spots near transit stops to allow easy access
for riders.
Suggestions for additional stop features
including washrooms, fully-enclosed stop
structures to minimize wind and rain effects,
free Wi-Fi, garbage/recycle/compost
receptacles, coffee/vending machines, retail
outlets at transit exchanges, public art, water
fountains, heating/air conditioning, electrical
charging stations, multilingual signs and
emergency assistance supplies.
Interest in cycling infrastructure and support
for bikes at stops, transit exchanges and in the
LRT vehicles.

Transportation Network

Environmental Review

Questions about how LRT will safely interact
with other traffic, and positive feedback from
participants who watched the LRT operations
video and simulations.

Questions about the timing and scope of
environmental review studies, including traffic
impact analysis and operational noise.
Keen interest in the planned environmental
review. The top three areas of interest
for environmental review are: traffic
and transportation, community and
neighbourhoods, and noise and vibration.

Questions and suggestions for bus integration
and local bus connections including local bus
service on 104 Avenue, transfers between local
bus/LRT/SkyTrain, requests to minimize transfer
distance/time to make efficient as possible, and
how these connections will be fully accessible.
Suggestions for Guildford/Newton bus
exchange upgrades.
Questions about potential congestion on 104
Avenue, including the impact to local buses
stopping on 104 Avenue, how local traffic will
be able to get around during construction,
and questions about the timing of other
road projects (100 Avenue and 160 Street) to
improve access to the highway once 104 Avenue
becomes one lane in each direction.
Requests for more information about specific
access points connecting to residential
driveways and businesses.
Questions about the ability for LRT vehicles and
first responders to navigate along 104 Avenue in
the event of an incident.
Various specific questions about LRT
operations including hours of operation and
frequency, operating speed, driver controls and
location of the maintenance facility.

Other Project Planning
Positive feedback about the LRT operations
videos and the volume of work completed since
Phase 1 engagement.
The most common questions and concerns
about the project are:
• Traffic congestion and rerouting options
• How long construction will take
• Safety related matters
• How the project will affect businesses and
the economy
• Questions about Surrey’s plans for the
105 Avenue Connector Project and related
concerns for loss of trees in Hawthorne
Park.
Some participants commented that they prefer
SkyTrain instead of LRT (6 per cent of general
population respondents and 16 per cent of
feedback form respondents) and some (less
than one per cent) requested for Phase 2
(Surrey–Langley Line) to proceed in advance of
Surrey–Newton–Guildford.

Keeping People Informed
The five most preferred methods of receiving
project information are: email updates,
TransLink and Surrey websites, social media,
newspaper advertising and radio advertising.

